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THEY SAID IT...AT UBS
Top media executives gathered in New York last week for UBS’ annual Global
Media & Communications conference. Below are some of the best tidbits from
the weeklong confab.
“I think for any entrenched video provider to begin breaking up their
carriage in a big bundle and going over-the-top puts them at great risk
of being a much smaller business.”
—Charter Communications CEO Tom Rutledge, on the risks for video content providers in going over-the-top.

“When Netflix tells you how many people are watching House of Cards,
we’ll tell you how many subscribers we have.”
—CBS Corp. CEO Leslie Moonves on the subscriber numbers for CBS’ OTT service, All Access.

“The reason we don’t give ratings is not to frustrate the press.
It’s an irrelevant measure of success for us.”
—Ted Sarandos, Netflix chief content officer, on why the streaming service does not release viewership data.

“I wake up one day reading everyone wants to buy Starz, and the next
day I wake to find out nobody wants to buy Starz….I have said from the
beginning that selling your company is not a strategy. We did not put
the company up for auction.”
Starz CEO Chris Albrecht, on speculation the premium cabler is looking for a buyer.

“Everything gets better by having multiple brands. By having more
networks in your portfolio you’ve got a better position in dealing
with affiliates, with the advertising market, and it helps the consumer
product business.”
— Viacom CEO Philippe Dauman, on looking to create additional original content
in order to build more international channels.
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125

Number of international countries and
territories where Fox will debut its
M. Night Shyamalan miniseries, Wayward
Pines, next May 14. The day-and-date release, which
includes the U.S., is the largest ever for a scripted series.
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“.@goldenglobes Thank you seems too
small, will you marry isn’t appropriate,
I love you is true maybe too soon but you
did have me at hello.” @HereIsGina, Jane the Virgin star

Gina Rodriguez on The CW show’s two Golden Globe nominations,
the first since the network launched in 2006.
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Paul Reiser (with costar Helen Hunt in Mad About You)
asked about video and digital rights in a hacked email.

HACK SENDS SONY
REELING: THE TV IMPACT
THE MASSIVE HACK into the computer
systems at Sony Pictures Entertainment
has held Hollywood rapt for weeks, and
indications are that the pain could continue
as stolen material is released in the days to
come. The film division has been under the
harshest spotlight, as suspicions swirl over
North Korea’s possible role in the hack in
the run-up to the release of Kim Jong-Uncentric comedy The Interview and leaked
emails expose rifts between
studio brass and several
A-list figures.
Sony’s TV division has
not emerged unscathed,
Mosko
however. Production activity on Sony shows has been
hampered by the companywide trip back to the analog age
Cuban
that saw business being conducted
with pads and pencils for a stretch.
More substantively, the salaries of
top executives Steve Mosko, Jamie Erlicht,
Zack Van Amburg, John Weiser and Andrew
Kaplan were all included on a list of 17 Sony
execs making more than $1 million a year.
Leaked emails showed some of them discussing a potential sale of a stake in Crackle that
valued the SVOD service at $200 million.
And private email exchanges with talent have
been laid bare, including a fairly benign (if
remarkably detailed) query from Paul Reiser
about Mad About You home video and digital
rights and a contract squabble with Shark
Tank judge Mark Cuban. Sony, and any other
company with skeletons in the closet (i.e., all
of them) is on edge waiting to see what the
next episode brings. —Dade Hayes
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